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ANGER AND

TENDERNESS

. . . to understand is always an ascending movement;
that is why comprehension ought always to be concrete, (one is never got out of the cave, one comes
out of it.)
—Simone Weil, First and Last Notebooks

Entry from my journal, November 1960
My children cause me the most exquisite suffering of which I
have any experience. It is the suffering of ambivalence: the
murderous alternation between bitter resentment and raw-edged
nerves, and blissful gratification and tenderness. Sometimes I
seem to myself, in my feelings toward these tiny guiltless
beings, a monster of selfishness and intolerance. Their voices
wear away at my nerves, their constant needs, above all their
need for simplicity and patience, fill me with despair at my own
failures, despair too at my fate, which is to serve a function for
which I was not fitted. And Ï am weak sometimes from held-in
rage. There are times when I feel only death will free us from
one another, when I envy the barren woman who has the luxury
of her regrets but lives a life of privacy and freedom.*
And yet at other times I am melted with the sense of their
helpless, charming and quite irresistible beauty—their ability to
* The term "barren woman" was easy for me to use, unexamined, fifteen
years ago. As should be clear throughout this book, it seems to me now a
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go on loving and trusting—their staunchness and decency and
unselfconsciousness. / love them. But it's in the enormity and
inevitability of this love that the sufferings lie.
April 1962
A blissful love for my children engulfs me from time to time
and seems almost to suffice—the aesthetic pleasure Í have in
these little, changing creatures, the sense of being loved, however dependency, the sense too that Г т not an utterly unnatural and shrewish mother—much though 1 am!
May 196$
To suffer with and for and against a child—maternally, egotistically, neurotically, sometimes with a sense of helplessness,
sometimes with the illusion of learning wisdom—but always,
everywhere, in body and soul, with that child—bccause that
child is a piece of oneself.
To be caught up in waves of love and hate, jealousy even of
the child's childhood; hope and fear for its maturity; longing
to be free of responsibility, tied by every fibre of one's being.
That curious primitive reaction of protectiveness, the beast
defending het cub, when anyone attacks or criticizes him—And
yet no one more hard on him than Í!
September 19 65
Degradation of anger. Anger at a child. How shall I learn to
absorb the violence and make explicit only the caring? Exhaustion of anger. Victory of will, too dearly bought—far too dearly!
March J 966
Perhaps one is a monster—an anti-woman—something driven
and without recourse to the normal and appealing consolations
of love, motherhood, joy in others . . ,
Unexamined assumptions: First, that a "natural" mother is
a person without further identity, one who can find her chief
gratification in being all day with small children, living at a
pace tuned to theirs; that the isolation of mothers and children
together in the home must be taken for granted; that maternal
love is, and should be, quite literally selfless; that children and
term both tendentious and meaningless, based on a view of women which
sees motherhood as our only positive definition.
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mothers are the "causes" of each others' suffering. I was haunted
by the stereotype of the mother whose love is "unconditional";
and by the visual and literary images of motherhood as a singleminded identity. If I knew parts of myself existed that would
never cohere to those images, weren't those parts then abnormal, monstrous? And—as my eldest son, now aged twenty-one,
remarked on reading the above passages: "You seemed to feel
you ought to love us all the time. But there is no human relationship where you love the other person at every moment."
Yes, I tried to explain to him, but women—above all, mothers
—have been supposed to love that way.
From the fifties and early sixties, 1 remember a cycle. It
began when I had picked up a book or began trying to write
a letter, or even found myself on the telephone with someone
toward whom my voice betrayed eagerness, a rush of sympathetic energy. The child (or children) might be absorbed in
busyness, in his own dreamworld; but as soon as he felt me gliding into a world which did not include him, he would come to
pull at my hand, ask for help, punch at the typewriter keys. And
I would feel his wants at such a moment as fraudulent, as an
attempt moreover to defraud me of living even for fifteen minutes as myself. My anger would rise; Í would feel the futility of
any attempt to salvage myself, and abo the inequality between
us: my needs always balanced against those of a child, and always losing. I could love so much better, I told myself, after
even a quarter-hour of selfishness, of peace, of detachment from
my children. A few minutes! But it was as if an invisible thread
would pull taut between us and break, to the child's sense of
inconsolable abandonment, if I moved—not even physically,
but in spirit—into a realm beyond our tightly circumscribed
life together. It was as if my placenta had begun to refuse him
oxygen. Like so many women, I waited with impatience for the
moment when their father would return from work, when for
an hour or two at least the circle drawn around mother and
children would grow looser, the intensity between us slacken,
because there was another adult in the house.
I did not understand that this circle, this magnetic field in
which we lived, was not a natural phenomenon.
Intellectually, I must have known it. But the emotion-
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charged, tradition-heavy form in which I found myself cast as
the Mother seemed, then, as ineluctable as the tides. And, because of this form—this microcosm in which my children and I
formed a tiny, private emotional cluster, and in which (in bad
weather or when someone was ill) we sometimes passed days
at a time without seeing another adult except for their father—
there was authentic need underlying my child's invented claims
upon me when I seemed to be wandering away from him. He
was reassuring himself that warmth, tenderness, continuity,
solidity were still there for him, in my person. My singularity,
my uniqueness in the world as his mother—perhaps more
dimly also as Woman—evoked a need vaster than any single
human being could satisfy, except by loving continuously, unconditionally, from dawn to dark, and often in the middle of
the night.
г
In a living room in 1975, I spent an evening with a group of
women poets, some of whom had children. One had brought
hers along, and they slept or played in adjoining rooms. W e
talked of poetry, and also of infanticide, of the case of a local
woman, the mother of eight, who had been in severe depression
since the birth of her third child, and who had recently murdered and decapitated her two youngest, on her suburban front
lawn. Several women in the group, feeling a direct connection
with her desperation, had signed a letter to the local newspaper
protesting the way her act was perceived by the press and
handled by the community mental health system. Every woman
in that room who had children, every poet, could identify with
her. W e spoke of the wells of anger that her story cleft open
in us. W e spoke of our own moments of murderous anger at
our children, because there was no one and nothing else on
which to discharge anger. W e spoke in the sometimes tentative,
sometimes rising, sometimes bitterly witty, unrhetorical tones
and language of women who had met together over our common work, poetry, and who found another common ground in
an unacceptable, but undeniable anger. The words are being
spoken now, are being written down; the taboos are being
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broken, the masks of motherhood are cracking through.
For centuries no one talked of these feelings. I became a
mother in the family-centered, consumer-oriented, FreudianAmerican world of the 1950s. My husband spoke eagerly of the
children we would have; my parents-in-law awaited the birth of
their grandchild. I had no idea of what I wanted, what Ï could
or could not choose. I only knew that to have a child was to
assume adult womanhood to the full, to prove myself, to be
"like other women."
T o be "like other women" had been a problem for me. From
the age of thirteen or fourteen, I had felt I was only acting the
part of a feminine creature. At the age of sixteen my fingers
were almost constantly ink-stained. T h e lipstick and high heels
of the era were difficult-to-manage disguises. In 1945 I was
writing poetry seriously, and had a fantasy of going to postwar
Europe as a journalist, sleeping among the ruins in bombed
cities, recording the rebirth of civilization after the fall of the
Nazis. But also, like every other girl I knew, I spent hours trying to apply lipstick more adroitly, straightening the wandering
seams of stockings, talking about iłboys." There were two different compartments, already, to my life. But writing poetry,
and my fantasies of travel and self-sufficiency, seemed more
real to me; I felt that as an incipient "real woman" I was a
fake. Particularly was I paralyzed when I encountered young
children. I think I felt men couid be—wished to be—conned
into thinking I was truly "feminine"; a child, I suspected, could
see through me like a shot. This sense of acting a part created a
curious sense of guilt, even though it was a part demanded for
survival.
I have a very clear, keen memory of myself the day after I
was married: I was sweeping a floor. Probably the floor did not
really need to be swept; probably I simply did not know what
else to do with myself. But as I swept that floor I thought:
"Now I am a woman. This is an age-old action, this is what
women have always done." I felt I was bending to some ancient
form, too ancient to question. This is what women have always
done.
As soon as I was visibly and clearly pregnant, I felt, for the
first time in my adolescent and adult life, not-guilty. The at-
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mosphere of approval in which I was bathed—even by strangers
on the street, it seemed—was like an aura I carried with me, in
which doubts, fears, misgivings, met with absolute denial. This
is what women have always done.
Two days before my first son was bom, I broke out in a rash
which was tentatively diagnosed as measles, and was admitted
to a hospital for contagious diseases to await the onset of labor.
I felt for the first time a great deal of conscious fear, and guilt
toward my unborn child, for having "failed" him with my
body in this way. In rooms near mine were patients with polio;
no one was allowed to enter my room except in a hospital gown
and mask. If during pregnancy I had felt in any vague command of my situation, I felt now totally dependent on my obstetrician, a huge, vigorous, paternal man, abounding with optimism and assurance, and given to pinching my cheek. I had
gone through a healthy pregnancy, but as if tranquilized or
sleep-walking. I had taken a sewing class in which I produced an
unsightly and ill-cut maternity jacket which I never wore; I had
made curtains for the baby's room, collected baby clothes,
blotted out as much as possible the woman I had been a few
months earlier. My second book of poems was in press, but I
had stopped writing poetry, and read little except household
magazines and books on child-care. I felt myself perceived by
the world simply as a pregnant woman, and it seemed easier,
less disturbing, to perceive myself so. After my child was bom
the "measles" were diagnosed as an allergic reaction to pregnancy.
Within two years, I was pregnant again, and writing in a
notebook:
November 1956
Whether it's the extreme lassitude of early pregnancy or something more fundamental, 1 don't know; but of late Tve felt,
toward poetiy,—both reading and writing it—nothing but
boredom and indifference. Especially toward my own and that
of my immediate contemporaries. When 1 receive a letter
soliciting mss., or someone alludes to my "career", I have a
strong sense of wanting to deny all responsibility for and interest
in that person who writes—or who wrote.
If there is going to be a real break in my writing life, this is as
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good a time for it as any. I have been dissatisfied with myself,
my work, for a long time.
My husband was a sensitive, affectionate man who wanted
children and who—unusual in the professional, academic world
of the fifties—was willing to "help." But it was clearly understood that this "help" was an act of generosity; that fcis work,
his professional life, was the real work in the family; in fact,
this was for years not even an issue between us. I understood
that my struggles as a writer were a kind of luxury, a peculiarity
of mine; my work brought in almost no money: it even cost
money, when I hired a household helper to allow me a few
hours a week to write. "Whatever I ask he tries to give me," I
wrote in March 1958, "but always the initiative has to be mine."
I experienced my depressions, bursts of anger, sense of entrapment, as burdens my husband was forced to bear because he
loved me; I felt grateful to be loved in spite of bringing him
those burdens.
But I was struggling to bring my life into focus. I had nevei
really given up on poetry, nor on gaming some control over my
existence. The life of a Cambridge tenement backyard swarming
with children, the repetitious cycles of laundry, the nightwakings, the interrupted moments of peace or of engagement
with ideas, the ludicrous dinner parties at which young wives,
some with advanced degrees, all seriously and intelligently
dedicated to their children's welfare and their husbands' careers, attempted to reproduce the amenities of Brahmin Boston,
amid French recipes and the pretense of effortlessness—above
ali, the ultimate lack of seriousness with which women were regarded in that world—all of this defied analysis at that time,
but 1 knew I had to remake my own life. I did not then understand that we—the women of that academic community—as in
$0 many middle-class communities of the period—were expected
to fill both the part of the Victorian Lady of Leisure, the Angel
in the House, and also of the Victorian cook, scullery maid,
laundress, governess, and nurse. I only sensed that there were
false distractions sucking at me, and I wanted desperately to
strip my life down to what was essential.
June 1958
These months I've been all a tangle of irritations deepening to
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anger: bitterness, disillusion with society and with myself;
beating out at the world, rejecting out of hand. What, if anything, has been positive? Perhaps the attempt to remake my
life, to save it from mere drift and the passage of time . . .

tion and spiritual death. (For it is really death that I have been
fearing—the crumbling to death of that scarcely-bom physiognomy which my whole life has been a battle to give birth to—a
recognizable, autonomous self, a creation in poetry and in life.)

The work that is before me is serious and difficult and not at all
clear even as to plan. Discipline of mind and spirit, uniqueness
of expression, ordering of daily existence, the most effective
functioning of the human self—these are the chief things I
wish to achieve. So far the only beginning I've been able to
make is to waste less time. That is what some of the rejection
has been all about.

If more effort has to be made then I will make it. If more despair has to be lived through, I think I can anticipate it correctly
and live through it.

By July of 1958 I was again pregnant. The new life of my
third—and, as I determined, my last—child, was a kind of turning for me. I had learned that my body was not under my control; I had not intended to bear a third child. I knew now better than I had ever known what another pregnancy, another
new infant, meant for my body and spirit. Yet, I did not think
of having an abortion. In a sense, my third son was more actively chosen than either of his brothers; by the time I knew
I was pregnant with him, I was not sleepwalking any more.
August 1958 (Vermont)
I write this as the early rays of the sun light up our hillside
and eastern windows. Rose with [the baby] at 5:30 л.м. and
have fed him and breakfasted. This is one of the few mornings
on which I haven't felt terrible mental depression and physical
exhaustion.
. . . I have to acknowledge to myself that I would not have
chosen to have more children, that I was beginning to look to
a time, not too far off, when I should again be free, no longer
so physically tired, pursuing a more or less intellectual and creative life. . . . The only way I can develop now is through
much harder, more continuous, connected work than my present life makes possible. Another child means postponing this
for some years longer—and years at my age are significant, not
to be tossed lightly away.
And yet, somehow, something, call it Nature or that affirming
fatalism of the human creature, makes me aware of the inevitable as already part of me, not to be contended against so much
as brought to bear as an additional weapon against drift, stagna-
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Meanwhile, in a curious and unanticipated way, we really do
welcome the birth of our child.
There was, of course, an economic as well as a spiritual margin which allowed me to think of a third child's birth not as
my own death-warrant but as an "additional weapon against
death." My body, despite recurrent flares of arthritis, was a
healthy one; I had good prenatal care; we were not living on
the edge of malnutrition; I knew that all my children would
be fed, clothed, breathe fresh air; in fact it did not occur to me
that it could be otherwise. But, in another sense, beyond that
physical margin, I knew I was fighting for my life through,
against, and with the lives of my children, though very little else
was clear to me. I had been trying to give birth to myself; and
in some grim, dim way I was determined to use even pregnancy
and parturition in that process.
Before my third child was bom I decided to have no more
children, to be sterilized, (Nothing is removed from a woman's
body during this operation; ovulation and menstruation continue. Yet the language suggests a cutting- or burning-away of
her essential womanhood, just as the old word "barren" suggests a woman eternally empty and lacking.) My husband, although he supported my decision, asked whether I was sure it
would not leave me feeling "less feminine." In order to have
the operation at all, I had to present a letter, counter-signed by
my husband, assuring the committee of physicians who approved such operations that I had already produced three children, and stating my reasons for having no more. Since I had
had rheumatoid arthritis for some years, I could give a reason
acceptable to the male panel who sat on my case; my own judgment would not have been acceptable. W h e n I awoke from the
operation, twenty-four hours after my child's birth, a young
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nurse looked at my chart and remarked coldly: "Had yourself
spayed, did you?"
The first great birth-control crusader, Margaret Sanger, remarks that of the hundreds of women who wrote to her pleading for contraceptive information in the early part of the twentieth century, all spoke of wanting the health and strength to
be better mothers to the children they already had; or of wanting to be physically affectionate to their husbands without
dread of conceiving. None was refusing motherhood altogether,
or asking for an easy life. These women—mostly poor, many
still in their teens, all with several children—simply felt they
could no longer do "right" by their families, whom they expected to go on serving and rearing. Yet there always has been,
and there remains, intense fear of the suggestion that women
shall have the final say as to how our bodies are to be used.
It is as if the suffering of the mother, the primary identification
of woman as the mother—were so necessary to the emotional
grounding of human society that the mitigation, or removal, of
that suffering, that identification, must be fought at every level,
including the level of refusing to question it at all.
3
"Vous travaillez pour l'armée, madame?" (You are working for
the army?), a Frenchwoman said to me early in the Vietnam
war, on hearing I had three sons.
April 2 9 6 5
Anger, weariness, demoralization. Sudden bouts of weeping. A
sense of insufficiency to the moment and to eternity . . .
Paralyzed by the sense that there exists a mesh of relations,
between e.g. my rejection and anger at [my eldest child], my
sensual life, pacifism, sex (1 mean in its broadest significance,
not merely physical desire)—an interconnectedness which, if
1 could see it, make it valid, would give me back myself, make it
possible to function lucidly and passionately—Yet I grope in
and out among these dark webs—
I weep, and weep, and the sense of powerlessness spreads like a
cancer through my being.
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August 1965, 3:30 A.M.
Necessity for a more unyielding discipline of my life.
Recognize the uselessness of blind anger.
Limit society.
Use children's school hours better, for work & solitude.
Refuse to be distracted from own style of life.
Less waste.
Be harder & harder on poems.
Once in a while someone used to ask me, "Don't you ever
write poems about your children?" The male poets of my generation did write poems about their children—especially their
daughters. For me, poetry was where I lived as no-one's mother,
where I existed as myself.
T h e bad and the good moments are inseparable for me. I
recall the times when, suckling each of my children, I saw his
eyes open full to mine, and realized each of us was fastened to
the other, not only by mouth and breast, but through our mutual gaze: the depth, calm, passion, of that dark blue, maturely
focused look. I recall the physical pleasure of having my full
breast suckled at a time when I had no other physical pleasure
in the world except the guilt-ridden pleasure of addictive eating.
I remember early the sense of conflict, of a battleground none
of us had chosen, of being an observer who, like it or not, was
also an actor in an endless contest of wills. This was what it
meant to me to have three children under the age of seven. But
I recall too each child's individual body, his slendemess, wiriness, softness, grace, the beauty of little boys who have not
been taught that the male body must be rigid. I remember moments of peace when for some reason it was possible to go to
the bathroom alone. I remember being uprooted from already
meager sleep to answer a childish nightmare, pull up a blanket,
warm a consoling bottle, lead a half-asleep child to the toilet.
I remember going back to bed starkly awake, brittle with anger,
knowing that my broken sleep would make next day a hell, that
there would be more nightmares, more need for consolation,
because out of my weariness I would rage at those children for
no reason they could understand. I remember thinking I would
never dream again (the unconscious of the young mother—
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where does it entrust its messages, when dream-sleep is denied
her for years?)
For many years I shrank from looking back on the first decade of my children's lives. In snapshots of the period I see a
smiling young woman, in maternity clothes or bent over a halfnaked baby; gradually she stops smiling, wears a distant, halfmelancholy look, as if she were listening for something. In time
my sons grew older, I began changing my own life, we began to
talk to each other as equals. Together we lived through my
leaving the marriage, and through their father's suicide. W e
became survivors, four distinct people with strong bonds connecting us. Because I always tried to tell them the truth, because
their every new independence meant new freedom for me, because we trusted each other even when we wanted different
things, they became, at a fairly young age, self-reliant and open
to the unfamiliar. Something told me that if they had survived
my angers, my self-reproaches, and still trusted my love and
each others', they were strong. Their lives have not been, will
not be, easy; but their very existences seem a gift to me, their
vitality, humor, intelligence, gentleness, love of life, their separate life-currents which here and there stream into my own. I
don't know how we made it from their embattled childhood and
my embattled motherhood into a mutual recognition of ourselves and each other. Probably that mutual recognition, overlaid by social and traditional circumstance, was always there,
from thè first gaze between the mother and the infant at the
breast. But I do know that for years I believed I should never
have been anyone's mother, that because I felt my own needs
acutely and often expressed them violently, I was Kali, Medea,
the sow that devours her farrow, the unwomanly woman in
flight from womanhood, a Nietzschean monster. Even today,
rereading old journals, remembering, I feel grief and anger; but
their objects are no longer myself and my children. I feel grief
at the waste of myself in those years, anger at the mutilation
and manipulation of the relationship between mother and child,
which is the great original source and experience of love.
On an early spring day in the 1970s, I meet a young woman
friend on the street. She has a tiny infant against her breast, in
a bright cotton sling; its face is pressed against her blouse, its
tiny hand clutches a piece of the cloth. "How old is she?" I
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ask. "Just two weeks old," the mother tells me. I am amazed
to feel in myself a passionate longing to have, once again, such
a small, new being clasped against my body. The baby belongs
there, curled, suspended asleep between her mother's breasts,
as she belonged curled in the womb. The young mother—who
already has a three-year-old—speaks of how quickly one forgets
the pure pleasure of having this new creature, immaculate, perfect. And I walk away from her drenched with memory, with
envy. Yet I know other things: that her life is far from simple;
she is a mathematician who now has two children under the age
of four; she is living even now in the rhythms of other lives—not
only the regular cry of the infant but her three-year-old's needs,
her husband's problems. In the building where I live, women are
still raising children alone, living day in and day out within
their individual family units, doing the laundry, herding the
tricycles to the park, waiting for the husbands to come home.
There is a baby-sitting pool and a children's playroom, young
fathers push prams on weekends, but child-care is still the individual responsibility of the individual woman. I envy the
sensuality of having an infant of two weeks curled against one's
breast; I do not envy the turmoil of the elevator full of small
children, babies howling in the laundromat, the apartment in
winter where pent-up seven- and eight-year-olds have one adult
to look to for their frustrations, reassurances, the grounding of
their lives.
4
But, it will be said, this is the human condition, this interpénétration of pain and pleasure, frustration and fulfillment. I might
have told myself the same thing, fifteen or eighteen years ago.
But the patriarchal institution of motherhood is not the "human condition" any more than rape, prostitution, and slavery
are. (Those who speak largely of the human condition are usually those most exempt from its oppressions—whether of sex,
race, or servitude.)
Motherhood—unmentioned in the histories of conquest and
serfdom, wars and treaties, exploration and imperialism—has
a history, it has an ideology, it is more fundamental than tribalism or nationalism. My individual, seemingly private pains as a
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mother, the individual, seemingly private pains of the mothers
around me and before me, whatever our class or color, the
regulation of women's reproductive power by men in every
totalitarian system and every socialist revolution, the legal and
technical control by men of contraception, fertility, abortion,
obstetrics, gynecology, and extrauterine reproductive experiments—all are essential to the patriarchal system, as is the
negative or suspect status of women who are not mothers.
Throughout patriarchal mythology, dream-symbolism, theology, language, two ideas flow side by side: one, that the female
body is impure, corrupt, the site of discharges, bleedings, dangerous to masculinity, a source of moral and physical contamination, "the devil's gateway." On the other hand, as mother the
woman is beneficent, sacred, pure, asexual, nourishing; and the
physical potential for motherhood—that same body with its
bleedings and mysteries—is her single destiny and justification
in life. These two ideas have become deeply internalized in
women, even in the most independent of us, those who seem
to lead the freest lives.
In order to maintain two such notions, each in its contradictory purity, the masculine imagination has had to divide women,
to see us, and force us to see ourselves, as polarized into good
or evil, fertile or barren, pure or impure. The asexual Victorian
angel-wife and the Victorian prostitute were institutions created by this double thinking, which had nothing to do with
women's actual sensuality and everything to do with the male's
subjective experience of women. The political and economic
expediency of this kind of thinking is most unashamedly and
dramatically to be found where sexism and racism become one.
T h e social historian A. W . Calhoun describes the encouragement of the rape of Black women by the sons of white planters,
in a deliberate effort to produce more mulatto slaves, mulattos
being considered more valuable. He quotes two mid-nineteenthcentury southern writers on the subject of women:
"The heaviest part of the white racial burden in slavery was the
African woman of strong sex instincts and devoid of a sexual
conscience, at the white man's door, in the white man's dwelling." . . . "Under the institution of slavery, the attack against
the integrity of white civilization was made by the insidious
influence of the lascivious hybrid woman at the point of weak-
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est resistance. In the uncompromising purity of the white
mother and wife of the upper classes lay the one assurance of
the future purity of the race."1
The motherhood created by rape is not only degraded; the
raped woman is turned into the criminal, the attacker. But who
brought the Black woman to the white man's door, whose absence of a sexual conscience produced the financially profitable
mulatto children? Is it asked whether the "pure" white mother
and wife was not also raped by the white planter, since she was
assumed to be devoid of "strong sexual instinct?" In the American South, as elsewhere, it was economically necessary that
children be produced; the mothers, Black and white, were a
means to this end.
Neither the "pure" nor the "lascivious" woman, neither the
so-called mistress nor the slave woman, neither the woman
praised for reducing herself to a brood animal nor the woman
scorned and penalized as an "old maid" or a "dyke," has had
any real autonomy or selfhood to gain from this subversion of
the female body (and hence of the female mind). Yet, because
short-term advantages are often the only ones visible to the
powerless, we, too, have played our parts in continuing this subversion.

5
Most of the literature of infant care and psychology has assumed that the process toward individuation is essentially the
chilcFs drama, played out against and with a parent or parents
who are, for better or worse, givens. Nothing could have prepared me for the realization that I Wds a mother, one of those
givens, when I knew I was still in a state of uncreation myself.
That calm, sure, unambivalent woman who moved through the
pages of the manuals I read seemed as unlike me as an astronaut. Nothing, to be sure, had prepared me for the intensity
of relationship already existing between me and a creature I
had carried in my body and now held in my arms and fed
from my breasts. Throughout pregnancy and nursing, women
are urged to relax, to mime the serenity of madonnas. No one
mentions the psychic crisis of bearing a first child, the excita-
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tion of long-buried feelings about one's own mother, the sense
of confused power and powerlessness, of being talcen over on
the one hand and of touching new physical and psychic potentialities on the other, a heightened sensibility which can be
exhilarating, bewildering, and exhausting. No one mentions the
strangeness of attraction—which can be as single-minded and
overwhelming as the early days of a love affair—to a being so
tiny, so dependent, so folded-in to itself—who is, and yet is not,
part of oneself.
From the beginning the mother caring for her child is involved in a continually changing dialogue, crystallized in such
moments as when, hearing her child's cry, she feels milk rush
into her breasts; when, as the child first suckles, the uterus
begins contracting and returning to its normal size, and when
later, the child's mouth, caressing the nipple, creates waves of
sensuality in the womb where it once lay; or when, smelling the
breast even in sleep, the child starts to root and grope for the
nipple.
The child gains her first sense of her own existence from the
mother's responsive gestures and expressions. It's as if, in the
mother's eyes, her smile, her stroking touch, the child first reads
the message: You are thereI And the mother, too, is discovering
her own existence newly. She is connected with this other being,
by the most mundane and the most invisible strands, in a way
she can be connected with no one else except in the deep past
of her infant connection with her own mother. And she, too,
needs to struggle from that one-to-one intensity into new realization, or reaffirmation, of her being-unto-herself.
The act of suckling a child, like a sexual act, may be tense,
physically painful, charged with cultural feelings of inadequacy
and guilt; or, like a sexual act, it can be a physically delicious,
elementally soothing experience, filled with a tender sensuality.
But just as lovers have to break apart after sex and become
separate individuals again, so the mother has to wean herself
from the infant and the infant from herself. In psychologies of
child-rearing the emphasis is placed on "letting the child go"
for the child's sake. But the mother needs to let it go as much
or more for her own.
Motherhood, in the sense of an intense, reciprocal relationship with a particular child, or children, is one part of female
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process; it is not an identity for all time. The housewife in her
mid-Forties may jokingly say, "I feel like someone out of a job."
But in the eyes of society, once having been mothers, what are
we, if not always mothers? The process of "letting-go"—though
we are charged with blame if we do not—is an act of revolt
against the grain of patriarchal culture. But it is not enough to
let our children go; we need selves of our own to return to.
To have borne and reared a child is to have done that thing
which patriarchy joins with physiology to render into the definition of femaleness. But also, it can mean the experiencing of
one's own body and emotions in a powerful way. W e experience
not only physical, fleshly changes but the feeling of a change
in character. W e learn, often through painful self-discipline
and self-cauterization, those qualities which are supposed to be
"innate" in us: patience, self-sacrifice, the willingness to repeat
endlessly the small, routine chores of socializing a human being.
W e are also, often to our amazement, flooded with feelings
both of love and violence intenser and fiercer than any we had
ever known. (A well-known pacifist, also a mother, said recently
on a platform: "If anyone laid a hand on my child, I'd murder
him")
These and similar experiences are not easily put aside. Small
wonder that women gritting their teeth at the incessant demands of child-care still find it hard to acknowledge their children's growing independence of them; still feel they must be at
home, on the qui vive, be that ear always tuned for the sound
of emergency, of being needed. Children grow up, not in a
smooth ascending curve, but jaggedly, their needs inconstant as
weather. Cultural "norms" are marvelously powerless to decide,
in a child of eight or ten, what gender s/he will assume on a
given day, or how s/he will meet emergency, loneliness, pain,
hunger. One is constantly made aware that a human existence
is anything but linear, long before the labyrinth of puberty; because a human being of six is still a human being.
In a tribal or even a feudal culture a child of six would have
serious obligations; ours have none. But also, the woman at
home with children is not believed to be doing serious work;
she is just supposed to be acting out of maternal instinct, doing
chores a man would never take on, largely uncritical of the
meaning of what she does. So child and mother alike are de-
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predated, because only grown men and women in the paid
labor force are supposed to be "productive."
T h e power-relations between mother and child are often
simply a reflection of power-relations in patriarchal society:
"You will do this because I know what is good for you" is difficult to distinguish from "You will do this because I can make
you." Powerless women have always used mothering as a channel—narrow but deep—for their own human will to power,
their need to return upon the world what it has visited on
them. T h e child dragged by the arm across the room to be
washed, the child cajoled, bullied, and bribed into taking "one
more bite" of a detested food, is more than just a child which
must be reared according to cultural traditions of "good mothering." S/he is a piece of reality, of the world, which can be
acted on, even modified, by a woman restricted from acting on
anything else except inert materials like dust and food.*
* 1986: the work of the Swiss psychotherapist Alice Miller has made me
reflect further on the material in this chapter and in Chapters IX and X.
Miller identifies the "hidden cruelty" in child-rearing as the repetition of
"poisonous pedagogy" inflicted by the parents of the generation before
and as providing the soil in which obedience to authoritarianian and
fascism take root. She notes that "there is one taboo that has withstood
all the recent efforts at démystification: the idealization of mother love"
(The Drama of the Gifted Child: How Narcissistic Parents Form and
Deform the Emotional Lives of Their Talented Children [New York:
Harper & Row, 1981], p. 4). Her work traces the damages of that idealization (of both parents, but especially the mother) upon children forbidden
to name or protest their suffering, who side with their parents against
themselves. Miller notes, "I cannot listen to my child with empathy if I
am inwardly preoccupied with being a good mother; I cannot be open to
what she is telling me" {For Your Own Good: Hidden Cruelty in ChildTearing and the Roots of Violence [New York: Fartar, Straus & Giroux,
1985], p. 258}. Miller explores the sources of what has been defined as
child abuse—i.e., physical violation and sadistic punishment—but she is
equally concernai with the "gentle violence" of child-rearing, including that
of "antiauthoritarian" or "alternative" prescriptions, based on the denial
and suppression of the child's own vitality and feelings. Miller does not
consider the predominance of women as primary care-givers, the investment of authoritarian or fascist systems in perpetuating male control of
women's sexuality and reproductivety, or the structural differences between
father-as-parent and mothет-as-parent. She does acknowledge that in
America, women especially 'Ъауе discovered the power of their knowledge.
They do not shrink from pointing out the poisonous nature of false
information, even though it has been well-concealed for millennia behind
sacrosanct and well-meaning labels" (For Your Own Good, p. xii).
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When I try to return to the body of the young woman of
twenty-six, pregnant for the first time, who fled from the
physical knowledge of her pregnancy and at the same time from
her intellect and vocation, I realize that I was effectively alienated from my real body and my real spirit by the institution—
not the fact—of motherhood. This institution—the foundation
of human society as we know it—allowed me only certain views,
certain expectations, whether embodied in the booklet in my
obstetrician's waiting room, the novels I had read, my motherin-law's approval, my memories of my own mother, the Sistine
Madonna or she of the Michelangelo Pietà, the floating notion
that a woman pregnant is a woman calm in her fulfillment or,
simply, a woman waiting. Women have always been seen as
waiting: waiting to be asked, waiting for our menses, in fear
lest they do or do not come, waiting for men to come home
from wars, or from work, waiting for children to grow up, or
for the birth of a new child, or for menopause.
In my own pregnancy I dealt with this waiting, this female
fate, by denying every active, powerful aspect of myself. I became dissociated both from my immediate, present, bodily experience and from my reading, thinking, writing life. Like a
traveler in an airport where her plane is several hours delayed,
who leafs through magazines she would never ordinarily read,
surveys shops whose contents do not interest her, I committed
myself to an outward serenity and a profound inner boredom. If
boredom is simply a mask for anxiety, then I had learned, as a
woman, to be supremely bored rather than to examine the anxiety underlying my Sistine tranquility. My body, finally truthful, paid me back in the end: I was allergic to pregnancy.
I have come to believe, as will be clear throughout this book,
that female biology—the diffuse, intense sensuality radiating
out from clitoris, breasts, uterus, vagina; the lunar cycles of
menstruation; the gestation and fruition of life which can take
place in the female body—has far more radical implications
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than we have yet come to appreciate. Patriarchal thought has
limited female biology to its own narrow specifications. The
feminist vision has recoiled from female biology for these reasons; it will, I believe, come to view our physicality as a resource, rather than a destiny. In order to live a fully human
life we require not only control of our bodies (though control
is a prerequisite); we must touch the unity and resonance of
our physiçality, our bond with the natural order, the corporeal
ground of our intelligence.
The ancient, continuing envy, awe, and dread of the male
for the female capacity to create life has repeatedly taken the
form of hatred for every other female aspect of creativity. Not
only have women been told to stick to motherhood, but we
have been told that our intellectual or aesthetic creations
were inappropriate, inconsequential, or scandalous, an attempt
to become "like men," or to escape from the "real" tasks of
adult womanhood: marriage and childbearing. T o "think like a
man" has been both praise and prison for women trying to
escape the body-trap. No wonder that many intellectual and
creative women have insisted that they were "human beings"
first and women only incidentally, have minimized their physicality and their bonds with other women. The body has been
made so problematic for women that it has often seemed easier
to shrug it off and travel as a disembodied spirit.
But this reaction against the body is now coming into synthesis with new inquiries into the actual—as opposed to the
culturally warped—power inherent in female biology, however
we choose to use it, and by no means limited to the maternal
function.
My own story, which is woven throughout this book, is only
one story. W h a t I carried away in the end was a determination
to heal—insofar as an individual woman can, and as much as
possible with other women—the separation between mind and
body; never again to lose myself both psychically and physically
in that way. Slowly I came to understand the paradox contained
in "my" experience of motherhood; that, although different
from many other women's experiences it was not unique; and
that only in shedding the illusion of my uniqueness could I
hope, as a woman, to have any authentic life at all.

THE "SACRED
CALLING"

One of the letters quoted in Margaret Sanger's Motherhood in
Bondage (1928) comes from/a woman seeking birth-control advice so that she can have intercourse with her husband without
fear, and thus carry out hei duties both as mother and wife: "I
am not passionate," she/writes, "but try to treat the sexual embrace the way I should; be natural and play the part, for you
know, it's so differen^ a life from what all girls expect."1 The
history of institutionalized motherhood and of institutionalized
heterosexual relations (in this case, marriage), converge in
these words from ¿n ordinary woman of half a century ago, who
sought only to fulfill the requirements of both institutions, "be
natural and play the part"—that impossible contradiction demanded of women. What strategy handed from ashamed
mother to daughter, what fear of losing love, home, desirability
as a woman/taught her—taught us all—to fake orgasm? "What
all girls expect"—is that, was it for her, more than what the institution £ad promised her in the form of romance, of transcendent experience? Had she some knowledge of her own
needs, Лот tenderness, perhaps, for being touched in certain
ways, for being treated as more than a body for sex and procreation? What gave her the courage to write to Margaret
Sanger, to try to get some modest control over the use of her
body—The needs of her existing children? Her husband's demands? The dim, simmering voice of self? W e may assume all
three. For generations of women have asserted their courage

